Poinsettia Memorials 
and Celebrations – 2013

We are grateful for the beautiful poinsettia memorial and celebration flowers in our Sanctuary during this Advent and Christmas Season. The live boxwood wreath was given in loving memory of Charlie Loftin by his family.

In Loving Memory of . . .

• Our parents, given by Sara and Jack Airheart
• The Fitzpatrick and Chewning families, given by Helen Fitzpatrick
• Harriette and Pegram Johnson, Jr., given by Bonnie and Pegram Johnson
• Our parents, given by Phil and Linda Shiner
• Our parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. Chester Markley and Mr. and Mrs. W.R. Baumgardner, given by Judy and William Baumgardner
• Pete Leggett, given by Nancy Leggett
• Joe Kepley, given by Betty Kepley and family
• My parents, Stan and Sue Kummer, given by Babs and Don Smith
• Our parents, J.W. and Mary Starr and Felton and Bertha Seagraves, given by John and Lynda Starr
• Ronald J. Mack, given by Darin and Christal Pearson
• Mrs. Nancy Smith, given by Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Anderson
• Mrs. Fannie Howard, given by Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Anderson
• Our parent, given by Suzie and Lou Eastrn
• James H. “Hank” Kinzel, given by Jay and Cindy Kinzel White
• Tommy Hopkins, given by the Hopkins family
• Hank Kinzel, given by Carolyn Kinzel
• S. Wilson Blain, given by his family
• Robert Kulp, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Baker, Sr., given by Betty Kulp and family
• Clara, Michael, and Jimmy Lesko, given by Betty and Ed Lesko
• Our parents and brothers, given by Anna and Al McLean
• T. Dalton Miller, given by his family
• Dr. Robert Louis Murray, given by Marjorie Murray
• Deborah Ann Williams Zika, daughter, given by Bob and Jeanette Williams
• Mary and Herbert Hodges, Bill Hodges, Nancy Hodges Moore, given by Mary Ann and Carlton Waskey
• Alice and Raymond Waskey, given by Mary Ann and Carlton Waskey
• Harry F. Smith, Sr., Ruth O. Smith, Charles O. Smith, given by Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher Smith
• Louis R. “Reb” Showalter, III, given by Louis R. Showalter
• Mr. and Mrs. Earl J. Shaver, given by Betty and Jack Shaver
• Ann Shaver Kelley, Myrtle Bonsack Stanley, given by Betty and Jack Shaver
• Percy, Ramona, and Mac Rhea, given by Randy Rhea
• H.R. Peterman, given by the family
• James Ottaway, given by Martha and Geoff Ottaway
• Jacqueline Ottaway, given by Martha and Geoff Ottaway
• James Ottaway, Jr., given by Martha and Geoff Ottaway
• Jack Mundy, given by Martha and Geoff Ottaway
• Charlotte Mundy Draper, given by Martha and Geoff Ottaway
• W. Linwood Draper, given by Martha and Geoff Ottaway
• Lucy Neal, given by William Neal
• Walter H. Dickey, given by Randy, Phyllis, Whitney, Carter, and Kate Norbo
• Glenn F. Althouse, given by Ruth and family
• Our mothers, Nancy R. Smith and Betty B. Anderson, given by Brady and Martha Anderson
• Harold and Mary Schmidt, John and Dorothy Arbogast, given by John, Marilyn, Scott, Brian and Nicole Arbogast
• Caroline and John Norman, given by Lynn and Suzanne Avis
• Harry and Lois Avis, given by Lynn and Suzanne Avis
• Lulu Holland, given by Lee and Ralph Baker, Jr., and family
• Barbara Penny, given by Lee and Ralph Baker, Jr., and family
• The Hills, given by Lee and Ralph Baker, Jr., and family
• The Ralph Baker, Sr.’s, given by Lee and Ralph Baker, Jr., and family
• The Elletts, given by Lee and Ralph Baker, Jr., and family
• Bob Kulp, given by Lee and Ralph Baker, Jr., and family
• William R. Battle, given by the family
• Our parents, Gladys Totten and Ed and Anna Burleigh, given by Richard and Gloria Burleigh
• Sarah Caldwell Butler, given by Helen and Sam Butler
• Mary Blanche Hearn, given by Helen and Sam Butler
• Mr. Robert H. Bennett, given by the family
• Mr. and Mrs. George B. Cartledge, given by the family
• Mr. and Mrs. Willard N. James, given by the family
• Phyllis Alley Carter, given by Jackie Watson Dudley
• Phyllis Alley Carter, given by Martha Showalter
• Phyllis Bagley Hoefer, given by Jackie Watson Dudley
• Phyllis Bagley Hoefer, given by Martha Showalter
• Kathryn and Ham Flannagan, Elmer Padgett, given by Debbie and Mike Flannagan
• Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fleschner McCoy, Sr., Mary Elizabeth Gammon, given by Susan McCoy Carter
• Elliana Fitzpatrick, given by B.T. and Chasity Fitzpatrick
• Thomas F. Varner, given by Delores L. Gaither
• Mr. and Mrs. A.J. Graham, Sr., Mr. Albert J. Graham, Jr., given by their family
• Dr. and Mrs. John Hauser, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth White, given by Gwen and Bruce Hauser
• Lib Hobbie, Branch Connell, Evelyn Mayo, Walt Mayo, given by Kip and Pat Connelly
• Mr. and Mrs. James Gordon Lemon, given by the William J. Lemon family
• Mr. and Mrs. John Weldon Boyle, Sr., given by the William J. Lemon family

In Celebration and In Honor of . . .

• Our children and grandchildren, given by Phil and Linda Shiner
• Stuart and Amy Baumgardner, given by Judy and William Baumgardner
• All those who had “Faith In the Future” and helped make it happen, given by Susie and Ted Feinour
• Our children and grandchildren and all the joy they bring to us, given by Susie and Ted Feinour
• Ongoing Bible Study Class, given by Sarah Ludwig
• Our amazing pastoral and support staffs, given by Sarah Ludwig
• Mr. and Mrs. Brady Anderson, given by Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Anderson
• Our children and grandchildren, given by Betty and Ed Lesko
• Our children and grandchild, given by Anna and Al McLean
• Suzanne C. Fischer, daughter, given by Bob and Jeanette Williams
• Our children and grandchildren, given by Kathy and Bruce Stockburger
• Family and friends who have blessed our lives, given by Ron and Jodi Ayers
• The Baker Girls: Sugar, Lou, Koiner, Betty, and Lee, given by Ralph Baker (brother and husband)
• Our children, Noel and Philip, Brenda and John, Amy and Cliff, Brian; and our grandchildren, Ella and Luke, given by Richard and Gloria Burleigh
• Christ’s love, given by Helen and Sam Butler
• Life, given by Helen and Sam Butler
• Helen Padgett, given by Debbie and Mike Flannagan
• Our moms, Eleanor S. Caldwell and Helen C. Fitzpatrick, given by Shirley and Biff Fitzpatrick
• Our grandchildren, Sophia, Samantha, and Genevieve Fedele; Jack Mills and Annalise Morris, given by Gwen and Bruce Hauser